Insight into the Singleminder,
Couple and Tripleminder and Multiminder.

This article describes the differences between mindsets
With the aim to create insight and understanding Between the mindsets.
And the position of these ways of thinking,
With regard to time pressure and the economic society.
Which unintentionally passes through in social society.
Every way of thinking is described from equality and Optimality;
Close to the core of your self-awareness,
Strevent for purity and quality in your life.
It is unnoticed in your daily doing and letting.
There are different names for Mindsets:
Genders, Alterego, etc etc in this text Co-mind assistants.
"The Singleminder."

Almost no one is born with just a Single Mindset.

The focus of a singleminder lies on itself. (you are the captain)

Yet this is the most common mindset worldwide in adults.
Schools are therefore geared towards stimulating a favorable single Mindset. What
can the student do?
Mentally, the standard model measures what each child should be able to do
according to that model.

From a social point of view, this is also the Mindset that is most taken into
account. (this also explains the misunderstanding of the multiminder)

So adults have the single mindset the most.
This continues to communicate with each other.
something that is needed for social interaction.

Also on the shop floor, or at the doctor's or in the store.
It is unnoticed in your daily doing and letting, because this is model thinking for a
favorable economy.

A Singlemindset, ensures the shortest thinking time so far.
From a social point of view this is The mindset on which the economy
can move on .. And also The mindset with which the economy can grow.

However, the time and work pressure is now so high that this even exceeds the
singleminder. resulting in physical and psychological injury.

The society is built on Time.
A binding time that is understood, tied to money that you need for your livelihood.

The optimal singleminder often seeks work in which they can express their
passion. They are often indispensable and good at teamwork.

The degree of self awareness is first determining of your well-being as a
Singleminder, this also applies to a Coupleminder and the Multiminder, with their
Co-assistants.

When you can come to your core and act from there,
Are you a Beautiful Optimum Valuable Singleminder?

Rescuers:
From a social worker perspective, it is good for the care provider to know whether
a person is a Singleminder or a Multiminder, both by himself and by the client.
To match the Clients and Care Providers with each other,
or as a counselor to learn how to deal with this.

Consciously everything is written in a positive way, Focused on understanding for
each other's mindset, and from there an even better cooperation.
In the Multiminder text something gets deeper on disbalance with the mindsets.
Consciousness of your mindset, ensures that you understand the client better
when providing assistance, and if possible match with the Single, Couple, Triple,
or Multiminder care provider.

Read also;
The Multiminder .. (text2)
This hooks on the De Singleminder (text1).
By learning about these ways of thinking,
communication can be optimized. which in turn ensures even better cooperation.
which can flow through in both economic and social society.
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